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Abstract
Information integration provides a competitive
advantage to businesses and is fundamental to on demand
computing. It is strategic area of investment by software
companies today whose goal is to provide a unified view
of the data regardless of differences in data format, data
location and access interfaces, dynamically manage data
placement to match availability, currency and
performance requirements, and provide autonomic
features that reduce the burden on IT staffs for managing
complex data architectures. This paper describes the
motivation for integrating information for on demand
computing, explains its requirements, and illustrates its
value through usage scenarios. As shown in the paper,
there is still a tremendous amount of research, engineering,
and development work needed to make the full information
integration vision a reality and it is expected that software

companies will continue to heavily invest in aggressively
pursing the information integration vision.

1. Motivation
An on demand business is an enterprise whose
business processes are integrated end-to-end across the
company and with key partners, suppliers and customers
so it can respond with speed to any customer demand,
market opportunity or external threat. To achieve that
vision, enterprises need an IT infrastructure that enables
their business to be flexible and responsive. Such an IT
infrastructure is called the on demand operating
environment. An on demand operating environment needs
to be
 Integrated end-to-end across people, processes, and
information, creating business flexibility to optimize
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operations across and beyond the enterprise.
Automated by reducing the complexity and cost of IT
management and improving availability and
resiliency.
Virtualized to give a single, consolidated view of and
easy access to all available resources in a network to
improve working capital and asset utilization.

Information integration technology plays a crucial role
in creating such an on demand operating environment. It
enables integrated, real-time access to traditional and
emerging data sources, transforms information to meet the
needs of the business analytics and manages data
placement for performance, currency, and availability. It,
therefore, enables the creation of an environment in which
information is integrated across and beyond the
enterprise and is virtualized to provide transparent read
and write access to diverse and distributed information
resources across the network (or on the Grid).
Providing such integration and virtualization of
information is tremendously ambitious. However, the
returns make pursuing it very worthwhile.
 Dataquest estimates that business integration
represents a $10 Billion opportunity by 2006.
 Aberdeen estimates that the information integration
sector will fuel a $7.5 Billion market in 2003.
 Meta group suggests an untapped opportunity of $3
Billion.
And it shouldn’t be a surprise that the opportunity is
so large. Customers are plagued with accessing and
integrating disparate data. In fact, very few organizations
find that all of the information they need is readily
available. Information is typically scattered throughout
the enterprise in a wide variety of locations, data stores,
and representations. Once you have access to the
information, using combinations of data in meaningful
ways is itself a challenge. The results may themselves
need to be analyzed and/or transformed into the final
representation and delivered to the desired location.

2. Integration Market Shifts
Information integration has now reached the minds of
key decision makers and has become the top IT spending
priority for CIOs jointly with other integration
technologies [Ci02, MS01]. This has driven software
companies from different areas to extend their value
propositions in an attempt to capture their “share of the
pie”: application vendors rapidly moving to integration
infrastructure by leveraging their installed base; database
providers fiercely extending their current portfolio with
XML, data federation, and Web services capabilities;
ETL, portal, content management vendors, and messaging
as well as application server vendors all aggressively
enhancing their still weak data management
infrastructure. There is significant overlap between very
different products all of which are trying to address a
broad range of customer requirements.
However, it is just a matter of time (not a lot of time)
until market boundaries become clearer based on true
technology innovation instead of revenue-driven intent.
The prediction is that the information integration market
will quickly go through a significant transformation. In
fact, not only the information integration market, but the
whole business integration market will see dramatic
consolidation and redefinition around 3 main platforms -exactly those that will lead business transformation to the
on demand era:
 Portal platforms that will continue to improve its
standardized access to applications and information
sources, expanding its capabilities to provide
collaboration technologies, improved personalization,
and dynamic and adaptive role-based workplaces.
 Process-oriented platforms that will remain the most
effective way to integrate applications, through
workflow and messaging technologies, improving
connectivity across enterprises and means to monitor
processes and business activities.
 Information integration platforms that have made
federated databases a reality and are now combining
it with data placement capabilities and XML in order
to effectively deal with both structured data and
content.
From a data management perspective, the focus and
investment in information integration is likely to cause a
major shift in that industry. Database systems as we know
of today may lose their important role as a control point
for software vendors. Because information integration
platforms can integrate data in any database, such
platforms will become the new control point as
applications will become dependent of their interfaces and
totally independent from the database that physically store
the data. The shift in control point will in turn fuel an
even larger technology investment into information
integration platforms, investments that have traditionally
gone into database systems of today.

3. Requirements on an Information
Integration Infrastructure
But, what is really information integration? It is
referred to a category of middleware which lets
applications access data as though it were in a single
database, whether or not it is, enabling the integration of
structured and unstructured data by
 providing real-time read and write access,
 transforming data for business analysis and data
interchange, managing data placement for
performance, currency, and availability.There are two
primary approaches for integrating information:
 Consolidating data for local access
 Accessing data in place via federation technology
Consolidating data into a single physical store has
traditionally been the most effective approach to provide
fast, highly available, and integrated access to related
information. Whether coalescing all the required data for
a new e-business application for online transactions or
enabling sophisticated data mining of warehoused
historical data, creating a single physical copy enables
businesses to meet access performance or availability
requirements, deliver point-in-time consistent snapshots,
and provide for sophisticated transformation to achieve
semantic consistency. Typically managed by Extract,
Transform, and Load (ETL) or replication processes, they
still represent the workhorses of information integration
today.
However, there are also drawbacks of consolidated
stores. They introduce significant added expense due to
server and storage costs as well as administration costs,
there is a latency between the copy and the source of
record which can be a problem for real-time access
requirements, and rich content or mixed format data is
typically not included. Furthermore, due to organizational
or operational constraints, more and more data sources do
not generally lend themselves to being fully replicated or
consolidated within a single database. Hence, there is an
increased demand for federated access to distributed
sources.
Federation is middleware technology that lets
applications access diverse and distributed data as if it
were a single source, regardless of location, format, or
access language. As expected, access performance will be
slower than for consolidated stores, but at the same time
federation can meet needs not well addressed by a
consolidated approach:
 Reduced implementation and maintenance costs
 Access to fully current data from the source of record
 Ability to easily combine traditional data with mixed
format data, e.g. customer operational data stores
(ODS) with related contract documents or images
 Access to data whose copy is prohibited based on
data security, licensing restrictions, or industry
regulations that restrict data movement

Industry analysts agree that neither federation nor
data consolidation alone have answers to all problems.
However, when combined in effective ways, they
provide significant value to a set of problems, some of
which could not be addressed before. By combining
these two technologies customers will have immediate
read/write access to distributed data as if it were stored in
a single place and the flexibility to consolidate the data
overtime to achieve higher levels of performance and
availability without impacting any applications. This is
the true value of Information integration.
For this reason, a complete information integration
infrastructure needs to provide both data federation and
the means to manage data placement in order to allow
transparent access to data anywhere and data
consolidation whenever required. Additionally, such
infrastructure needs to provide rich services for
transforming and analysing the integrated information,
for metadata management, and for enabling information
integration systems to interact with other middleware
systems (e.g. messaging and workflow systems and web
services).
2.1 Data Federation
Data federation lets applications access information
as if it were physically stored in a local, single database,
regardless of the form and location. Therefore, federation
lets applications view and manipulate a collection of data
sources as if they were a single source, while retaining
their autonomy and integrity. The resources may be
uniform or diverse, collocated or distributed, depending
on the implementation. To achieve that, it needs to
provide [MKTZ99]:
 Transparency, which helps mask from the user the
differences, idiosyncrasies and implementations of
the underlying data sources, to make the set of
federated sources appear like a single system.
 Heterogeneity, which implies the ability to federate
highly diverse types of data, including structured data
(e.g., relational databases), semi-structured data (e.g.
XML documents) and unstructured data (e.g. freeform text).
 Extensibility, such that the federation can be extended
to almost any data source. Specifically, extensibility
has to be designed to minimize the effort required to
integrate a new source, yet offer the flexibility to
provide the necessary information to optimize query
access.
 Rich functionality, which includes the functions
available through the supported query languages,
compensation for missing functions in the backend
data sources, plus the ability to surface sourcespecific capabilities into the query language
seamlessly.



Autonomy for data sources such that data sources can
be federated with little or no impact on existing
applications or systems.
 Performance to make federated query a real-world
option.
Access needs to be possible through a heterogeneous
set of programming models, application programming
interfaces, and query languages:
 SQL as the standard for querying structured relational
data, including support for XML through SQL
extensions as defined by the SQL/XML standard
[ISO03b].
 Native XML query support which is currently being
standardized as XML Query by W3C [CCF+02].
 Content-specific programming models, APIs, and query
languages to better support applications working with
unstructured data (content). This includes support for
free-text search interfaces such as those provided by
engines like Google or Altavista [SCK02].
Client access needs to be supported through various
interfaces: standard call level interfaces such as SQL/CLI,

ODBC [ODBC] or JDBC [JDBC], web services, and
asynchronous client capabilities based on messaging.
Access to foreign data sources is supported through
federated query capabilities, which employ wrapper
technology [ISO01] to pull data from foreign sources into
the integration engine in an optimized manner [TS97,
MKTZ99, HLR02, MM+01, MM+02, Wi93] or by a flexible

crawler available to get to the unstructured data to be
indexed, regardless whether this data is stored in the
information integration system, the web or an intranet.
Regardless of the client access and query language
used, the application should be able to access all of the
data connected through the information integration server.
This combination of client access and query language
flexibility makes it possible for existing development and
analytical tools to take immediate advantage of the
broader data access and integration features provided by
the integration server. It also allows the infrastructure to
plug into service-oriented architectures using Web
services, to provide asynchronous clients for easy
integration with workflows or scheduling long-running
queries, and to extend customer investment in current and
new application infrastructures.
2.2 Data Placement
An information integration infrastructure must support
placing and managing data at multiple points in the data
hierarchy to improve performance and availability. Any
changes in the data location are however hidden from the
application by the federated capabilities described in the
previous section.
Beyond simple caching, this is policy-based data
placement and management [LKM+02], a range of
caching strategies is required to achieve adequate
performance while respecting the characteristics of the

requesting applications vis-à-vis currency, semantic
correctness, and availability.
The cache should be able to store data in at least two
formats: relational, which has recently been extended by
complex object-relational structures and large objects
[ISO99] and native XML for storing XML data and
documents and, in particular, to efficiently support
processing of XML Query [CCF+02, Ch02].

Heterogeneous replication (i.e., the ability to replicate
data across different database systems) is required as a
fundamental characteristic of an information integration
infrastructure. It complements the distributed access
features, enabling management of centralized data stores,
and provides the necessary infrastructure for efficiently
managing data caches. Replication should be
complemented with ETL capabilities to improve the
movement of large amounts of data and to provide
complex transformations and data cleansing efficiently.
2.3 Data Transformation and other Information
Integration Services
The infrastructure must provide rich transformation
features to facilitate analysis, interchange or presentation.
This includes offering advanced meta data management
capabilities as well as a comprehensive set of services that
enable information integration systems to interact with
other middleware systems (e.g. messaging and workflow
systems and web services).
Basic transformations that map data from one
representation into a different one have multiple usages,
such as view support (in combination with federated
access) or ETL and replication. Other types of
transformations can be used for realizing mappings
between different data models. Through the definition of
view and transformation capabilities, mappings between
relational data and XML can be established which can
then be exploited to, for example, query relational data
using the XML Query language [SS+00, SK+01,
FKSSW02].
As part of the transformation services, sophisticated
analysis and mining technology, both for structured as
well as semi-structured or unstructured data, should be
provided as part of the query language. One example of
this approach is defined in SQL MM, Part 6, Data Mining
[ISO03], which describes the integration of data mining
capabilities into the SQL engine from a language
perspective and are already available in data base
products [IBM01].
Moreover, tight integration with workflow and
messaging systems needs to be provided. This support is
twofold in the sense that (1) these services are available
inside the information integration system to initiate and
coordinate information integration tasks and operations
(e.g., data exchange and transformation steps) in a robust
and reliable manner, but also (2) to ensure that
information integration tasks can participate in more
general business processes and can interoperate with

applications and system components using reliable
messaging services [LR02].
Last, but by no means least, an information integration
system must provide a robust infrastructure for meta-data
management. The metadata will be used not only by tasks
supported by the information integration system, but also
by solutions across disparate capabilities and toolsets.
This infrastructure will support various development
phases, during which different types of meta-data are
collected and created. The support should be provided
through a set of tools that accompany the information
integration management system.
There are three basic steps when using an information
integration system: discover, design, and deploy
[DMMW03]. Once a business problem has been defined,
developers and system architects begin the integration
work by first discovering what is available and how it
relates to solving the problem. The design phase focuses
on designing all of the elements of the solution that need
to be crafted yielding a logical design that is then
deployed onto one or more physical topologies.
Information developed during this process should be
maintained as meta-data to facilitate the implementation
of future projects. In addition, these same meta-data
services are highly important for upper layers of an
overall business integration architecture. For example, a
workflow modeler may need this meta data to better
understand where to get which data, how to combine it,
and how to exploit it during the integration of two
business processes.

4. Usage Scenarios and Benefits of
Information Integration
The usage scenarios for an information integration
system are extensive given that many key initiatives
currently being deployed, such as customer relationship
management, supply chain management, consolidations
following mergers or acquisitions, and business
intelligence, are based on successfully integrating
information from multiple data sources, both structured
and unstructured. Let us review a few.
Adding value to existing data warehouses –
Information integration can help businesses develop
enterprise views of disparate data marts or warehouses,
enrich reporting with relevant unstructured content, and
combine historical warehouse views with real-time data.
for improved decision making [De03].
Simplifying composite application development - A
new generation of composite applications is emerging
typified by the requirement to access and integrate distinct
application and data domains. Portal infrastructures,
customer data integration scenarios, and integrated supply
chain applications are representative of these applications.
Information integration opens up opportunities to
incorporate more data, more easily. while reducing coding
and skills requirements and speeding development of such

applications. Experiments show that Information
integration can reduce the hand-coding requirements by
40%-65%, reduce the skill requirements, and cut
development time in half for projects that are integrating
disparate data sources. This is achieved because
federation takes on the burden of query decomposition (a
source of accuracy issues for hand-coded tasks), query
optimization for reasonable responsiveness, translation
between incoming/outgoing SQL and native APIs,
connection management as well as data type and platform
mismatches (e.g., EBCDIC/Ascii conversions). The
details of such an experiment can be found in [IBM04].
Facilitating migration and co-existence scenarios Mergers and acquisitions present significant integration
challenges. New corporate entities must grapple with
understanding their customers and partners across
multiple IT infrastructures while strategic plans are
assessed and implemented. With the decentralization of
computing in many large enterprises, an acquisition is not
a prerequisite to disparate IT infrastructures. Information
integration can help businesses gain a better
understanding of their combined business and
significantly facilitate migrations by providing transparent
access across databases so that data migration becomes
transparent to applications.
Speeding up drug discovery – To increase drug
research efficiency and encourage interdisciplinary
cooperation between chemists and biologists, scientific
users require integrated view of chemical & biological
information stored in distributed sources: relational and
non-relational and internal as well as external.
Information integration allows the creation of a single
virtual database from the multiple data management
platforms that house research data. Scientists can thus
view the distributed data more effectively and cohesively
and search it with a single query, allowing them to more
quickly identify new drug candidates, develop more
effective therapies and bring new biopharmaceutical
products to market.
Technology does not provide benefits by itself. Its
value is directly related to the customer pain points it
addresses. Information integration addresses several pain
points in businesses today and has, for this reason,
become a major area of investment by software
companies. Its benefits can be summarized as follows:
 It helps businesses extend their current IT
investments. Using familiar programming model
(e.g., SQL) and existing tools (e.g., reporting
generation tools), enterprises can now combine data
more easily and more quickly. This translates into
more comprehensive and more timely analysis and
reporting. In the life sciences industry, it translates
into faster drug discovery. In the insurance industry,
into faster customer service.
 It speeds time to value for composite application
deployment. It simplifies complex integration tasks
reducing coding requirements, skill requirements, and



development time enabling businesses to more
quickly deliver new function to customers, partners
or employees.
It helps senior IT control costs. It reduces payroll
costs through its productivity enhancements, reduces
the need to replace existing systems, and reduces the
need to manage more redundant data.

5. Challenges
While Information integration is a new concept, many
of its architectural components are not and its individual
technologies have received a lot of attention from
research and product development in the past. In
particular, the field of federated databases [SL90,
LMR90, MKTZ99], and related areas such as data
integration [Ha03, Hä02], schema integration [Co02], and
schema matching [RB01] have received a lot of attention
over the last years. (These references are by no means
exhaustive.)
However, there are a large number of remaining open
issues still requiring additional research and the combined
use of some of these technologies will challenge many
software engineers worldwide.

The support of heterogeneous interfaces (query and
search) has significant impacts to the federated engine and
system architecture. While federated query over
structured data usually involves optimized processing of
possibly complex queries with joins or aggregations over
tables residing in multiple data stores, federated search over
unstructured data is usually a union-style search ranging over
a more loosely coupled federation of search engines,
comparable to a free-text search over web content as
provided by search engines like Google or Altavista. In
contrast to the precise SQL-type search, content-specific
search for unstructured data is typically fuzzy and
applications are often interested in “the best n” matching

objects only [SCK02]. How will these two different
paradigms be supported in a single information
integration system?
Support of native XML, unstructured document, and
in particular rich content in a consistent way also requires
attention to arrive at a single, flexible data model and
query language. Some standards efforts such as WebDAV
[Web-DAV] are only beginning while others such as
XQuery have not even started to seriously address the
requirements of all forms of data (e.g., rich content). And
even basic SQL attributes such as the notion of collections
of XML documents or fragments, as well as support for
updates has not been addressed in the XQuery specification
yet, and research in this area is still fairly immature.
Research results in autonomic computing and self-tuning
capabilities for relational databases have started to appear in
commercial systems, but the applicability of those same
research results to the heterogeneous environment of
information integration is still an open question. Related to
the heterogeneity of information integration are open
questions about the transactional semantics of operations

across federated data sources, synchronized backup and
recovery, a uniform privacy and security model across a
multitude of systems, as well as general query and
operational performance aspects in the presence of huge data
volumes and increasing numbers of data sources. Of
particular interest are open questions related to the
introduction of police-based data placement in an
information integration system. These should be used not
only to manage the contents of the cache, but also help
determine when and how data from different back end
systems should be moved from one to another to achieve
higher levels of performance and availability given
application workload and semantics.

6. Summary
Information integration represents a key component of
an on demand operating environment – the IT
infrastructure needed to integrate businesses end-to-end
so they can respond with speed to any customer demand,
market opportunity or external threat. It is strategic vision
that when completely provided will serve up a unified
view of the data regardless of differences in data format,
data location and access interfaces, dynamically manage
data placement to match availability, currency and
performance requirements, and provide autonomic
features that reduce the burden on IT staffs for managing
complex data architectures.
The ideas presented in this paper are partially reflected
in IBM’s DB2 Information Integrator [IBM03], which
addresses some of the challenges discussed in this paper
and can provide the initial building blocks for a complete
information integration system along the lines discussed
above. However, there is still a tremendous amount of
research, engineering, and development work to make the
information integration vision a reality.

Given the significance of the integration challenges
faced by customers across industries today, it is expected
that software companies will continue to heavily invest in
aggressively pursing the information integration vision.
Businesses today need to integrate information to drive
customer loyalty and satisfaction, improve operational
efficiency, compete for online customers and trading
partners, and identify and respond to emerging
opportunities.
In short, information integration provides a
competitive advantage and is fundamental to on demand
computing.
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